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1899-1902   in a goldsmith's scales, but make up one's mind where the substantial
Age 47-50   ^jflme jay an(j disregard all niceties and nuajices.   Any other course
invited endless misconstruction and handicapped the Army.   But
to C.-B.  Haldane's  advic6 to  "paint with the  broad brush^
savoured of casuistry.   He insisted on his shades, and.resolutely
. ' declined even a temporary amnesty for past Ministerial sins.
A similar cleavage declared itself as to the methods of conducting
the war. There had been, in view of the knowledge which .the
Government professed to have had about Kruger's warlike pre-
parations, gross military improvidence on the part of the Govern-
ment and miscalculations, both as ,to the scale and the character of
the forces necessary. There had been, further, in the first three
months of the war, a series of galling defeats culminating in Decem-
ber in the " Black week " of Magersfontein and Colenap. In regari
to military failure, C.-B. and the Imperialists both declined to blame
the Generals.1 But he was freer, or at least more assiduous, than
they were in censuring the initial want of preparation, the blame
for which rested with Ministers and not with soldiers. To the
Imperialists it appeared that a constant insistence on this neglect
could serve no end beyond stiffening the enemy's resistance. To
C.-B. it was part and parcel of Chamberlain's unpardonable gamble
and as such called for fearless and vocal condemnation.
The Khaki Election of October 1900, held on the plea that the
war was finished,' though its longest and most difficult phase was
still to C9i)ae, seemed to all sections of the Liberal Party a gross
unfairnes^ and for some weeks in the autumn, right wing, left
wing, and centre found themselves battling in the country against
the same storm. Unionists made no distinction between them;
Liberals who had supported the war, even Liberals who had lost
sons in the war were assailed with the same invective as pro-Boers
who had denounced it;. the slogan of the hour was " every vote
given to a Liberal is a vote given to the Boers.33 Anticipating
tbe organisers''of another post-war election, the leaders of the.
1 The following passage is typical of Asquith's reference to the military failures :
*' A great deal has been, both said and written as to the limits which patriotism
raa|M)ses at times like this upon free expression of opinion. It would be idle to deny
that there are many points in the preparation, the organisation and the strategy
fcf the campaign which excite widespread and serious disquietude, and which
\ ttftimately must become the subject of searching inquiry, but in such matters, if
Xag^^vezrfcure to express my own opinion, nothing can be more unjust than to give
EfeWldty and currency to hasty impressions founded upon imperfect information.
^eMAvfoc instance, to undermine the confidence of the country and of the Army
& general on the strength of a single error of judgment or a single reverse
efa i$*o take upon yourself a great responsibility." Speech at Wellington
* IIH& December, 1899,

